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Abstract 
Shape from Shading (SfS) is a problem of major Interest m computer vlsion 
The goal of SfS IS to reconstruct the three-dimensional profile of an object's 
surface from its Image In this thesis, we propose a practical framework 
for solvlng the SfS problem using computer graphcs technlques for image 
synthesis 
In the first chapter, we discuss Issues related to the human perception of 
surfaces In the second chapter, we introduce the problem of Shape from 
Shading A review of exstlng approaches to SfS IS also presented In the 
chapter In the thrd  chapter, a new framework to solve the SfS problem 1s 
presented for the speclal class of lmpliclt surfaces The proposed andysls-by- 
synthesis framework is extended to deduce the 3-D shape of general surfaces 
In the fourth chapter We conclude the thesls by surnmarlzlng the contribu- 
tlons and possible extensions 
The framework we propose for the SfS problem is based on the observa- 
tion that, whlle the inverse problem of deduclng the shape from shadlng is 
hard because of its ill-posed nature, the forward problem of synthesuing an 
lrnage from an object's complete 3-D speclfication is straght-forward In 
fact, real~stic lmage synthesis has been well studied by the computer graph- 
ics community, and there are very efficient technlques to synthesize images 
from scene information In order to extract an object's shape information 
from its image, we start by first synthesizing the image of the object with an 
initial assumed shape specification Slnce there is bound to  be a dBerence ID 
the actual and assumed object specifications, there wlll be an error between 
the origlnal and synthesized images By altering the assumed shape informa- 
tion, the error between the o r i ~ n a l  and synthesized Images is progressively 
reduced When the error attalns the minimum value of zero, the refined shape 
speclfication 1s the one correspoudlng to the object's actual 3-D shape The 
error crlterlon used in this work is the sum of the squared-differences between 
the lntenslty values of the original and synthesized Images 
Impliclt surfaces are wldely used object modellng entltles In computer- 
aided graphic design The SfS framework proposed In this thesls is employed 
for extracting 3-D information from the images of implicit surfaces For this 
purpose, we introduce the characterlstlc vector m chapter three which is used 
to distlngursh between two drfferent ~mphclt objects belonging to the same 
class In this case, the error between two Images IS progressively reduced by 
perturbing the characterlstlc vector The SfS problem is discussed In detail 
for two specific impllcit surfaces namely spheres and ellipsoids For each 
of these objects, the analytlc solutlon for SfS is derived under the Larnber- 
tlan reflectance assumption, followed by the solut~on under the analysis-by- 
synthesis framework The proposed framework 1s found to be more general 
with the capablllty to accommodate wldely varying reflectance models and 
llght source types 
To extend the framework to general surfaces, the surfaces are modeled 
under the Bezler framework In this respect, synthesis issues of the Bezlkr 
surfaces are Important The solutlon to the SfS problem for general surfaces is 
conceptually simlar to that of the implicit surfaces The dlscusslon related 
to the general surfaces occurs in chapter four The thesls is concluded in 
chapter five 
